DESIGNED FOR A CHALLENGE.

New DOW FILMTEC™ FORTILIFE™ RO Elements:
Tackle the most challenging waters and applications, with reliable performance and expert support from Dow. DOW FILMTEC™ FORTILIFE™ RO Elements can help you:

• Reduce water costs
• Achieve sustainability goals
• Minimize biofouling problems
• Move toward Minimal Liquid Discharge (MLD)
A family of options to help meet your challenges.

CLEAN LESS, RECOVER MORE.

**DOW FILMTEC™ FORTILIFE™ XC-N Element**
Reduce costly waste by converting a large fraction of RO concentrate into pure, easier-to-crystalize salt solutions.

**DOW FILMTEC™ FORTILIFE™ XC70 Element**
Maximize purity of reuse water while concentrating the brine to >70,000 ppm Total Dissolved Solids (TDS), within standard operating limits.

**DOW FILMTEC™ FORTILIFE™ XC80 Element**
Lower brine volume and maximize recovery by concentrating the brine to >80,000 ppm TDS, within standard operating limits.

PROTECT AGAINST FOULING.

**DOW FILMTEC™ FORTILIFE™ CR100 Element**
Reduce shutdowns, chemical use, cleanings by up to 50%, and energy costs by as much as 10% in operations where biofouling is a problem.

To learn more, contact your Dow representative.
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